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RESTRICTIONS:
JFK Act 6 (4)

COMMENTS:
Informant advised that he had been in contact with one MANUEL NORIEGA GUERRERO, communications man of the DFS in Mexico City. NORIEGA advised that one GLORIA CARIAGA, a relative of AMALIA CASTILLA LEDON, Sub secy of Public Education, Mex City, had cross the border at Laredo, Texas, late November 1963, and while talking to an American Immigration Officer, she was shown a photograph of the subject LEE HARVEY OSWALD and JACK RUBY. Both these individuals in the same photograph. The photo was supposedly taken in October 1963, according to the third hand information. GLORIA CARIAGA is an employee of the COMERCIAL Y TRANSPORTES of Mexico City, phone 30-17-87. (K)(L)
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